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_________________________________________________________________
Model Code F2619
revision 00 of 13-12-19
(the present replaces any previous versions)

Designer: Centro studi calia

Density of seat and back

Structure: beech-wood, multilayer and metal, covered with a protective
thermo-bonded textile fabric coupled with cloth.

Markets

Seat

Back

I

35 Medium

30

D - NL - CH

Spring system: elastic webbing

USA - California
GB

37 fire retardant

37 fire retardant

Seat Padding: seat cushions in ecologic polyurethane foam covered

Others

35 Medium

30

with micromax (high resilient synthetic fiberfill).

Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Back Padding: backrests (879) and maxi backrests (AG6) in ecological
polyurethane foam covered with micromax ((high resilient synthetic
fiberfill), internally weighted down.

Arm Interior: armrest (870) in ecological polyurethane foam covered
with micromax ((high resilient synthetic fiberfill), internally weighted down.
Removability: entirely removable fabric coverings, movable cushions
on leather versions. Removable coverings on microfiber base.

Sewing: Cuts and sewing on leather coverings differ from cuts and
sewing on microfiber coverings. The model features a decorative sewing
called n. 8_1 AGO (needle) on seat cushions, backrests and armrests,
available upon request with contrast stitching in the colors available.
Components: end “terminal” versions feature a prolonged area of sofa

base, that can be used as a support surface. “Table terminal” versions are
also equipped with a table element in metal with copper finish, also
available with shiny, satinized, titanium and graubraun finish, and a
marble texture effect layer table.

Coverings
suggested

thick leathers



thin elastic leathers



natural leathers



fabric*



microfibre*



not suggested

not possible

leather + split



DeLuxe



multi colour



multi-category



multi covering



Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.
* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market

Standard feet: the model is lifted 16 cm off the floor and features
PM2155 feet, h. 13.5 cm, in metal with copper finish, also available with
shiny, satinized, titanium and graubraun finish.
Please note: as a standard, leather covers come in combination with

Ginevra, a soft, suede-effect microfiber fabric. The colors available for this
article are shown in the Ginevra’s folder. The model is completely finished
on all sides.

Multicovering / Components / Optional vers.

tav_gia

Feet

________

PM2155

Ottoman

With the reservation of carrying for production purposes and without
advanced notices
modifications on the materials, coverings and
dimensions of the product as indicated in the relevant specification. The
given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being subject to the
production process tolerances.
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L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

L 105
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 165
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 205
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 245
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 165
H44 D105 SH- SD-

version code

AF2

O68

O66

O64

AF4

Description

square base

s base

m base

l base

terminal s base

L 205
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 245
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 165
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 205
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 245
H44 D105 SH- SD-

L 70
H43 D37 SH- SD-

AF6

AF8

AG0

AG2

AG4

879

terminal m base

terminal l base

table terminal s

table terminal m

table terminal l

back cushions

base

base

base

L 90
H43 D37 SH- SD-

L 23
H30 D80 SH- SD-

AG6

870

maxi backrest

armrest
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